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US
Pakistan
India
OPPORTUNITIES AND 
OBSTACLES FACING A 
POSITIVE NEW 
WORLD ORDER



The side of Pakistan unknown to Americans
Major Raja Qaisar Zulqarnain
◦ The US needs to invest in Pakistani youth by establishing American Universities and pro-American 

cultural programs. In the past, the two nations had a strong military partnership which helped the 
Americans implement their regional strategies, the recent strategies ignored the needs of Pakistanis. 
The resulting rift needs to be repaired

Major Shahid Rehman
◦ Americans should assist Pakistan in the educational sector, reduce trade barriers, provide technology 

for renewable energy & increase humanitarian efforts. It would benefit the US to establish an 
economic corridor with Afghanistan and Central Asian states

Major Qaiser Gandapur
◦ Just as Americans act in their best interest, so do others, we seek America’s support in our aim to 

eliminate the root cause of terror, poverty & illiteracy

https://www.facebook.com/qzulqarnain
https://www.facebook.com/majorshahidrehman
https://www.facebook.com/qaisar.gandapur.7


In Summary

India
Aims to be a regional superpower
Massive poverty, corruption & crime
Religious Extremism (Hindu movements against 
Christians & Muslims)
Partnering with China with BRICS - Brazil, Russia, 
India, China, South Africa (worth $11.6 trillion)
China possible mediator between India & Pakistan

America
Considered a role model of human values and leader in 
technological advancements
Seeks continued influence and trust in Asia
Reduction of US debt and secure US borders
Unlike China, which aims towards global economic leadership
without regards to morality of action
America must reclaim it’s role as a global leader using 
technology coupled with an emphasis on humanitarian values

Pakistan
Plays up Kashmir unresolved issue and complains
about unacknowledged role against terror
Massive poverty, corruption & crime
Religious Extremism
Growing Chinese ties and investment via CPEC –
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (worth $54bn)

China
Marching towards global leadership by deepening
relationships with Asia, Africa, MidEast and South America
Shrewd yet unscrupulous in business using low paid workers 
and environmentally destructive practices for more profits
Influences North Korea, Russia, Iran, Syria and now Qatar
Can possibly tilt global balance of power unless countered by a 
unified response of the Allies, led by the US

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/world/2017brics/2017-08/15/content_30635750.htm
https://thediplomat.com/2018/04/cpecs-environmental-toll/


Opportunity for America to lead
America can lead the revolution for using 
technology to create low cost governance models 
for the whole world

◦ The simplification of technology can cut 
bureaucratic  red tape

◦ Resulting in the saving of time and money which 
can be diverted into developmental activities such 
as education, health and virtually every aspect of 
the economy 

◦ If technology were simplified and made available to 
the common man, societies would function far 
more efficiently

◦ Human ease and comfort should be the driving 
force in the development of technology based 
government

◦ Taxation and healthcare system need to be 
simplified the world over
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What is CRSCube?
It is a proprietary, copyrighted, trademarked, 
research and experience based method of assisting 
any firm achieve its’ goals

Though inspired by the famous Balanced Score Card 
(Norton & Kaplan), implemented in most of the 
Fortune 500 firms, CRSCube has updated this 
program and eliminated it’s shortcomings

Any firm, profit or nonprofit, or government can 
use this simple, no nonsense template to achieve 
success and assure satisfaction of customers, 
employees and other stakeholders

1. Consensus:
◦ Make sure everyone buys into what you want to 

achieve

2. Relationships:
◦ Make them work for you! Satisfy customers, 

employees, shareholders, suppliers and the 
community

3. Strategy:
◦ Strategy is everyone’s job because everyone gets a 

piece of the cake

4. Systems:
◦ Use IT, apps, whatever it takes to get things done 

faster & accurately

5. Skills:
◦ Your people should be at the top of the game with 

updated knowledge of markets, competition and 
technology



The Process
Start with defining your objectives

◦ in a “Corporate Scorecard” on the five CRSCube dimensions

Encourage all involved
◦ to consider themselves an integral part of achieving the organization’s objectives

Each objective
◦ should be realistic, tangible, measurable and clear

For example
◦ “increase market penetration by 5% in the 33-40 years old segment by November 2018” is far better than 

“attain 5% market penetration by November 2018”



Implementing CRSCube
Step 1: Survey

◦ Fill the CRSCube self-help questionnaire

◦ Get atleast 5 people from your firm to fill and 
compare scores

Step 2: Analyze results
◦ 80-100

◦ Doing well

◦ 40-80
◦ Room for improvement

◦ Less than 40
◦ Step back & re-evaluate

Step 3:
◦ An agreed upon vision and mission statement, 

short and long term objectives are an absolute 
necessity

Step 4:
◦ Just a call away (929-302-6969) or email 

crystal.kazmi@crscube.com if you need an expert 
to assist you

http://tinyurl.com/CRSCubeSurvey
mailto:crystal.kazmi@crscube.com
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Current Status of schooling in Pakistan
25 million kids do not attend school

◦ Appx 70% of children have never been to school
◦ Difficult for girls to go to school

◦ Girls are forced to work at home while boys are unwilling to 
attend

https://www.dawn.com/news/1139423


Fanaticism and Education
Why are some young children seduced by 
terrorism?

It simplifies things! The fanatic has no 
questions, only answers

Education is a certain way to eliminate 
terrorism

https://politicalviolenceataglance.org/2015/12/04/more-education-less-terrorism-studying-the-complex-relationship-between-terrorism-and-education/


Surprising link between Education & Terrorism
Generally

◦ Education increases the ability to question 
fanatic religious or other indoctrination

◦ It provides children a focus on leading a 
productive life and encourages material well 
being

◦ Both combined discourage children from being 
lured into terrorist cells

Specifically
◦ Highly educated yet brainwashed people of all 

faiths have masterminded complex terror 
activities

◦ Fanatical religious dogmas must be replaced 
with a curriculum that teaches peaceful 
coexistence



Children spotlight

Most poor country parents usually have 7 or 
8 kids

◦ Religious concepts discourage the use of 
contraceptives

◦ A blind quest for “more boys” fuels larger 
families

◦ Average wage rate of $1-3 per DAY means 
most parents can’t afford to send kids to 
school so they are forced into child labor

◦ Terrorism becomes a source of revenue for 
these impoverished children, thus the killer is 
as much a victim as the killed



Curbing terrorism 
through education
Setup boarding schools with the help of 
international donors (such as Rotary or 
others) that completely takes care of the 
children's’ needs including education, 
uniforms, food, medicines and clothing

Encourage participation of parents in 
setting up and maintaining the schools



Curriculum
Classes should be online with an International 
Baccalaureate like curriculum, Year 1-12, 
preprogrammed channels working with 
coordinators on campus for activities

An antiterrorism & tolerance program should 
be added to the curriculum, for example, the 
thoughts at tinyurl.com/kodeofkonduct

https://www.ibo.org/


Funding

Initial startup funds through interrogational donors

The sales of children handicrafts (as part of art or during 
recess) may be sold in affluent areas all over the world

Three tier income division
1. Financing of school expenses

2. Periodical deposits in each child’s bank account for 
utilization in future i.e. to pursue higher education or 
launching a small business

3. Support income for parents would encourage parent to 
enroll their children



Thank you, James Kushner
My American host

◦ James is a marine veteran and international 
disaster and relief specialist

◦ He is the recipient of Rotary International’s 
“Service Above Self” Award and District 7230’s 
2018 Rotarian of the Year

◦ He is the current President and founder of the 
Rotary Club of Inwood

◦ He will soon be launching his program on 
“Doing non-profits right” – building highly 
successful low-cost non-profit humanitarian 
organizations
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